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Abstract—Web user’s online interactive behavior with 
others often makes some user generated contents popular. The 
modeling and prediction of the popularity of online content are 
an important research issue for many key application domains. 
In this paper, we focus on one form of user generated content, 
forum threads, and their popularity prediction for public 
events security. To predict the popularity of forum threads, we 
first define the popularity prediction problem, and identify the 
dynamic factors that affect the popularity of forum threads. 
Based on the information of dynamic evolution at the early 
stage, we propose a popularity prediction algorithm which 
makes use of the locality property and combines multiple 
dynamic factors. The proposed algorithm is further evaluated 
using the Tianya forum dataset on the discussions of various 
public events. The experimental results show that, compared to 
the baseline methods, our method achieves relatively better 
performance in predicting the popularity of forum threads on 
public events security. 

Keywords—popularity of online content, modeling and 
prediction of popularity evolution, social media analytics 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Web users are enjoying multiple ways of online 

interactions nowadays. They can discuss public events and 
express their opinions conveniently via writing personal 
blogs, posting threads in forums, or broadcasting tweets in 
social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook. 
Pervasive online content, especially user generated content 
such as thread posts, tweets and blogs, have become rich 
sources for information collection and sharing, and 
dissemination of public opinions [1, 2]. 

Web user’s online interactive behavior with others often 
makes some user generated contents popular. The modeling 
and prediction of the popularity of online content are an 
important research issue and can facilitate many key 
application domains. It can provide crucial information of 
the public attitude and attention towards a certain online 
content, as well as the public tendency at a future time. It is 
particularly important in the field of security informatics. 
For both public and private sectors, modeling and prediction 
of the popularity of online content can effectively support 
security-related early warning, decision making and 
emergency response [3]. In other business applications, 
accurate prediction of product popularity based on online 
content manifests users’ needs and preferences, which can 
promote product recommendation and ad placement [4]. 

To study the problem of popularity modeling and 
prediction, we focus on one media form, online forum. 
Online forum is a representative form of online content with 
diverse topics and a large user base. It has become an active 
and important platform to express public opinions and 
discuss hot topics in practice. In addition, because of the 
real-time and interactivity characteristics of the Internet, 
online contents are usually dynamically evolved over time 
[5, 6], which results in the dynamic property of popularity 
evolution. Thus, another focus of our work is the dynamic 
aspect of the popularity of online content. 

In this paper, we focus on the modeling and analysis of 
dynamic evolution of forum threads and propose the 
computational method to predict popularity at a future time. 
We first explicitly define the problem of popularity 
prediction, and identify the dynamic factors that affect the 
popularity evolution of forum threads. Based on the 
dynamic information of forum threads at the early stage, we 
combine multiple dynamic factors and develop a kNN-based 
algorithm for popularity prediction. To evaluate the 
effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we use a real-world 
dataset on the discussions of various public events crawled 
from the Tianya forum. Compared to the related research 
and baseline methods, our proposed algorithm achieves 
relatively better prediction results. 

The contributions of this paper are three-fold: 1) we are 
among the first to provide a clear definition of the 
popularity prediction problem for forum threads; 2) we 
identify the dynamic factors that affect the popularity 
evolution of forum threads, which include the structural 
properties of the comment tree and user reply network; 3) 
we propose a kNN-based popularity prediction algorithm 
that combines multiple dynamic factors and makes use of 
the locality property of dynamic factors as priors. The 
effectiveness of the prediction algorithm is empirically 
evaluated. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Definition of Popularity 
Popularity related research has focused on online videos 

[4, 7–15], Twitter [16–19] or Weibo [20] in China, hashtags 
[21, 22], Digg shares [23, 24], images [25, 26], etc. The 
specific definition of popularity of online content depends 
on the application context. Past research usually measures 
“popularity” by “counting”, for example, number of views 
(i.e., view count) of online videos, number of mentions (i.e., 
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mention count) or retweets (i.e., retweet count) in Twitter, 
number of hashtag occurrences. Ma et al. [20] compared 
two popularity definitions of Weibo posts, that is, retweet 
count and view count, and found that the two measures are 
positively correlated, but the correlation is not very strong. 
Yin et al. [12] defined the popularity of Digg shares using 
both positive votes and negative votes, instead of only 
considering the total votes. Similarly, observing that the 
view count of images is constantly increasing over time, 
Khosla et al. [25] defined the popularity as the ratio of the 
view count and upload time. 

To study the popularity of forum threads, instead of 
using view count, we use the number of thread comments 
(i.e., comment count) as popularity measurement in this 
paper, which can better reveal user’s interest. 

B. Popularity Prediction 
Szabo and Huberman [23] conducted a large scale study 

about the popularity of Digg shares and Youtube videos. 
They found that, popularity at the early stage is 
approximately linearly correlated with popularity at the 
future stage (denote the linear coefficient as α ). Based on 
this observation, the S-H model was proposed. However, 
there are obvious drawbacks of the S-H model. First, the S-
H model only considers the popularity values at the early 
and future stage, and do not take other rich features into 
account. Second, some online contents have similar 
popularity at the early stage but evolve to distinct popularity 
at the future stage [15]. The S-H model could not handle 
this situation because it assumes all online contents share 
the same linear coefficient α . This leads to another 
drawback of the S-H model. Although the S-H model 
performs well with large real-world datasets, the popularity 
distributions in these datasets are all severely skewed. 
Consequently, the S-H model is mainly applicable to those 
datasets with constantly low (or high) popularity. 

Recent research on popularity prediction utilizes richer 
features in specific problem context. Based on the type of 
features used, recent popularity prediction related work fall 
into two categories: methods based on static factors [4, 7, 8, 
10, 12, 16–18, 20, 22, 24] and methods based on dynamic 
factors [13–15, 21]. 

Methods based on static factors usually explore 
popularity related factors and then train a logistic regression 
model using these factors as features. For example, in order 
to predict the future popularity of online videos, Figueiredo 
[4] considered content features, including video category, 
upload date and video sharing information, such as the time 
it is first shared and view count of video shares. In addition, 
generative models like topic models, are also used to predict 
the popularity of online content [8, 12, 16, 24]. 

As online content exhibits strong dynamic 
characteristics over time, compared to the methods based on 
static factors, methods based on dynamic factors are able to 
capture the dynamic property of popularity evolution and 
thus gaining increasing attention in recent years. Ahmed et 
al. [13] first defined two features: 1) the share of user 
attention that a content attracts with respect to all other 
observed contents and 2) the normalized rate of change in 

the attention attracted at some time interval. They designed 
a HMM-like approach to predict which popularity cluster 
the content may belong to. 

Dynamic factors in related work, such as view count, 
comment count, number of users (i.e., user count), share 
ratio, can reveal how popularity evolves over time, however, 
structural properties related dynamic factors about online 
contents and users are largely unexplored. In addition, most 
current work only predict some “count” as popularity using 
datasets with skewed popularity distributions, which, as we 
have discussed, shares the same drawback with the S-H 
model. Therefore, a different problem definition of 
popularity prediction with respect to popularity distributions 
in real-world datasets is needed as well. 

In this paper, we focus on modeling the popularity 
evolution of forum threads on public events. We first give 
the problem definition of popularity prediction of forum 
threads. As for the dynamic factors, we not only use the 
information of comments and users, but also the structural 
properties of comment tree and user reply network. With 
these dynamic factors, we view the popularity prediction 
problem as a time series classification problem. Based on 
kNN algorithm, which is known to be very effective in time 
series classification [27], we calculate how each dynamic 
factor influences each sample using the locality property, 
and then propose an algorithm that combines multiple 
dynamic factors to predict future popularity of forum 
threads. Our proposed algorithm is empirically evaluated by 
comparing with the related work and baseline methods, 
using the Tianya forum dataset on the discussions of public 
events. 

III. POPULARITY PREDICTION BASED ON DYNAMIC 
EVOLUTION 

A. Problem Definition 
In this section, we give the problem definition of 

popularity prediction. Given a forum thread, denote C(t) as 
the comment count at time t, i.e. the popularity of this thread 
at time t. To be more specific, define r  as: 

 ( )
( )

r

t

C t
r

C t
=  (1) 

where rt  and tt  satisfy r tt t< . See Figure 1 for a 
description of thread lifecycle and the definitions of rt  and 

tt . 

 
Figure 1 Thread lifecycle and definition of tr and tt 

Let p be a pre-specified threshold, satisfying 0 < p < 1. 
For a given thread, r < p means there still will be a 
considerable amount of comments (relative to C(tt) ) after 
time rt , and it is defined to be “popular” in the future 
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(denoted as class L1), otherwise it is considered to be 
“unpopular” (denoted as class L2). The popularity prediction 
is defined as a binary classification problem, i.e. predicting 
whether r < p or not, given the evolution history information 
of this thread before rt . 

In practical applications, two restrictions can be 
applied: 1) threads should have at least min_C(tr) comments 
at time rt , which ensures enough information input for the 
prediction algorithm; 2) one thread should have at least 
min_C(tt) comments at time tt  to be considered popular. 

B. Constructing Dynamic Factors 
A thread will become popular or not mainly depends on 

two types of factors, static factors and dynamic factors. 
Static factors include thread content, publishing date, author, 
which rarely change during the whole thread lifecycle. In 
contrast, dynamic factors are the primary drive of the 
threads’ lifecycle and decisive in affecting future popularity. 
As comments, which are our research object, and users, who 
create those comments, are the two key aspects in modeling 
popularity evolution, we will design dynamic factors based 
on them. These factors capture the number and structural 
information of comments and users, including comment 
count, user count, as well as comment tree and user reply 
network. Here we elaborate them in detail. 

• Comment count and user count. Note that in each 
sampling interval, only the number of newly added 
comments and commenting users compared to the last 
interval are recorded. In addition, the resulting time series 
are transformed as in [21]. 

• Structural properties of the comment tree. We extract 
structural properties of the comment tree as dynamic factors, 
which include max depth and average path length. 
Specifically, the comment tree is constructed as follows (see 
Figure 2 for an example of a comment tree): 1) the original 
post is the Root node; 2) if comment A directly replies to 
the original post, add a new node A and a new link from A 
to the Root node; 3) if comment A replies to other comment 
B (B is not the Root node), add a new node A and a new 
link from A to B. 

• Structural properties of the user reply network. 
Different from the comment tree, nodes in reply network are 
commenting users. Dynamic factors for the reply network 
include link density and mean degree. Specifically, the reply 
network is constructed as follows: 1) the thread author is the 
first node in reply network, denoted as FN; 2) if user A 
replies to the original post, add a new node A and a new link 
from A to FN; 3) if user A replies a comment posted by user 
B, add a new node A and a new link from A to B. 

As the comment count and user count grow, the 
structure of the comment tree and reply network change 
accordingly, so the dynamic factors change over time. 

 
Figure 2 Example of a comment tree 

After a thread was created, we record the values of the 
dynamic factors once every fixed time interval (i.e. 
sampling interval), such as from several hours to one day. 
The recording procedure will result in a time series 
corresponding to each dynamic factor. When multiple 
dynamic factors are recorded, a multi-dimensional time 
series will be generated. 

C. IPW Algorithm 
As we have discussed, if only one dynamic factor is 

considered, each forum thread corresponds to a time series 
of the dynamic factor values. Now the popularity prediction 
problem becomes a classical time series classification 
problem. Based on the analysis in the “Related Work” 
section, kNN algorithm can be adopted, in which Euclidean 
distance is used to measure the similarity between time 
series. 

Since single dynamic factor only captures one aspect of 
the dynamic evolution of threads, our goal is to try to 
combine multiple dynamic factors to improve the prediction 
accuracy. The analysis of prediction results with single 
dynamic factor shows that, different dynamic factors affect 
different types of thread samples, i.e. for different thread 
samples, dynamic factors have different classification 
performances. Based on the above analysis, we improve the 
kNN algorithm and propose the IPW (Instance Prior 
Weighting) algorithm (see Table I). The basic idea of the 
IPW algorithm is as follows: for a thread sample in test set, 
using each dynamic factor, the algorithm first finds k nearest 
neighbors for this test sample, and calculates classification 
confidence scores for each class (L1 and L2) based on the 
classification results using these neighboring samples. Then 
classification confidence scores for every dynamic factor are 
summed up with respect to each class, and the final 
prediction result is the class which holds the maximum 
confidence score. 

In the IPW algorithm, the “IP matrix” is used to depict 
how each dynamic factor influences the classification result  
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TABLE I. IPW ALGORITHM 

Input: 
Target test sample o 
Training set T 
Dynamic factor set D 
Number of nearest neighbors k 

Output: 
Prediction result for test sample o 

Algorithm: 
1. Call the IPCreate algorithm (see Table II) and get IP_matrix 
2. Vector score is used to accumulate confidence scores for each class by all dynamic factors and 

initialized to [0, 0] 
3. FOR each dynamic factor m ∈ D 

3.1 Using dynamic factor m calculate distances between o and every sample in training set T  
3.2 Denote K_list as the top-k nearest neighbors 
3.3 FOR sample i ∈ K_list 

3.3.1 Using dynamic factor m denote di  as the distance between sample i and test sample o 
3.3.2 Calculate weight wi for sample i using di: wi = exp(-1 * di) 
3.3.3 Get pmi from IP_matrix corresponding to dynamic factor m and sample i 
3.3.4 Denote the true class of sample i as Lj, accumulate confidence score for this class: score[j] 

= score[j] + wi * pmi 
   END-FOR 

  END-FOR 
4. The prediction result for test sample o is the class which holds the maximum confidence score value. 

 
TABLE II. IPCREATE ALGORITHM 

Input  
Training samples set T 
Dynamic factor set D 
Number of nearest neighbors k 
Output  
IP_matrix 

Algorithm: 
1. FOR each sample i ∈ T 

1.1 FOR each dynamic factor m ∈ D 
    1.1.1 Using dynamic factor m, find k nearest neighbors for sample i using weighted kNN 

algorithm. Among the k nearest neighbors, denote n1 as the number of samples that belong to 
class L1 and n2 as the number of samples that belong to L2. 

    1.1.2 Let diff  be the difference between n1 and n2 (diff is non-negative) 
    1.1.3 If n1 > n2, sample i will be classified as L1, and L2 otherwise. Denote the classification result 

as pred. 
    1.1.4 IF the true class of sample i is the same as pred 
    1.1.5 THEN Set the corresponding entry in IP_matrix with respect to m and i with exp(+1 * diff) 
    1.1.6 ELSE  Set the corresponding entry in IP_matrix with respect to m and i with exp(-1 * diff) 

END-FOR 
END-FOR 

2. Return IP_matrix 
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on each thread sample and each matrix entry shows how 
strong the influence is, as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 IP matrix 

Table I shows pseudo-code of the IPW algorithm. The 
IPW algorithm is as follows: first call IPCreate algorithm 
(see Table II) to construct IP_matrix (Step 1). For target test 
sample o, vector score is used to accumulate the sum of 
confidence scores for each class by all dynamic factors and 
initialized to be [0, 0] (Step 2). For each dynamic factor m 
in dynamic factor set D (Step 3), calculate distances 
between o and every sample in training set T, and get the k 
nearest neighbors (Step 3.1 and Step 3.2). Note that mutual 
nearest neighbor strategy is adopted here and in the IPCreate 
algorithm. For each nearest neighbor i (Step 3.3): calculate 
weight wi for i using the distance between sample i and o 
fordynamic factor m (Step 3.3.2), and get pmi from 
IP_matrix corresponding to dynamic factor m and sample i 
(Step 3.3.3). Based on the true class sample i belongs to, 
accumulate confidence score for this class (Step 3.3.4). The 
prediction result for test sample o is the class which holds 
the maximum confidence score (Step 4). 

Note that in Step 3.3.5 of the IPW algorithm, if pmi 
equals to 1, which means ignore the influence of dynamic 
factors, the IPW algorithm will be degenerated to weighted 
kNN; if both pmi and wi equal to 1, the IPW algorithm will 
be degenerated to classical kNN. 

To construct IP_matrix, we propose the IPCreate 
algorithm (see Table II). The IPCreate algorithm is as 
follows: for each sample i in training set T and each m in 
dynamic factor set D (Step 1 and Step 1.1), using dynamic 
factor m, find k nearest neighbors for sample i using 
weighted kNN algorithm. Denote n1 as the number of 
samples that belong to class L1 and n2 as the number of 
samples that belong to L2 (Step 1.1.1). Let diff be the 
difference between n1 and n2 (Step 1.1.2). If n1 > n2, sample 
i will be classified as L1, and L2 otherwise (Step 1.1.3). 
Based the classification result and sample i’s true class, 
calculate the corresponding entry in IP_matrix with respect 
to dynamic factor m and sample i (Step 1.1.5 and Step 1.1.6): 
if sample i is correctly classified, corresponding entry in 
IP_matrix shall be larger than 1, and smaller than 1 
otherwise. Note that the above entry value is related with 
diff: larger diff means dynamic factor m is more confident 
about the classification result and thus should have a bigger 
impact on sample i. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

A. Tianya Forum Dataset 
Founded in 1999, Tianya forum (http://bbs.tianya.cn/) is 

very popular in China with approximately 85 million 
registered users at the end of 2013. Tianya forum has 8 
major sections and about 200 sub-sections, and covers a 
broach range of topics, including politics, stocks, news, 
sports, computers, and so on. Tianya forum users are highly 
active in participating public events by posting discussion 
threads. For example, in February 2007, one thread 
containing pictures about a forced demolition incident in 
Chongqing started a heated discussion in Tianya. The 
discussion quickly spread to other online forums, social 
media and finally the public media. It is considered to be a 
demolition landmark event in China. 

We crawl threads from a major Tianya forum section 
discussing about various public events from Jan. to May 
2014. To ensure enough input information when predicting, 
threads with less than 10 comments are filtered out, 
resulting in a total of 3293 forum thread samples. Each 
thread sample includes the thread author, thread publishing 
date, original post content, and the author, publishing date, 
content of each comment. Replying relation between 
comments are also extracted. Based on the user and 
comment information, we construct the comment tree and 
user reply network using the method discussed in Section III. 

Figure 4 (left) shows the comment count distribution, 
the x-axis shows the comment count and the y-axis shows 
the thread count. Figure 4 (right) shows the thread lifecycle 
distribution, the x-axis show the lifecycle of threads (in 
days), and the y-axis shows the thread count. 

B. Baseline and Related Methods 
We compare our approach to popularity prediction with 

both baseline methods and methods from the related work. 
Besides the kNN algorithm with each single dynamic factor, 
we also choose voting methods [28] as the baseline method 
which combines the prediction results of kNN algorithm 
with each dynamic factor. Among the methods from related 
work, the S-H model [23] and ML methods in [15] are 
included as the comparing methods. We would not include 
methods in [13, 14] here because they use application 
specific features. Here is a more detailed description of the 
above baseline and related methods: 

• kNN algorithm 

• Voting method. First use kNN with each dynamic 
factor to classify the test sample, and take a vote based 
on the prediction result. The final prediction result is the 
class which has the maximum votes. 

• S-H model. First calculate the linear coefficient α  
using the training set. Under this problem definition, 
based on the assumption of the S-H model, a test sample 
is classified as L1 if pα > , and classified as L2 
otherwise. 
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Figure 4 Distributions of threads 

 
 

• ML (Multivariate Linear) method. For each 
training thread sample, ML method first records newly 
added comments in each sampling interval, denoted as 

( )N i , where i is the index of sample intervals. ML 
method extracts features as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )1x i N i N i= + − . Please refer to [15] for more 
details. 

C. Parameter Settings 

The difference between rt and tt , denoted as tΔ , is 
fixed to be 24 hours, i.e. the IPW algorithm predicts the 
threads’ popularity one day after rt . Sampling interval is set 
to be 3 hours. The number of nearest neighbors is set to be 5. 
Now there are only two free parameters left: the threshold 
p  and rt . 

Other experiment details include: 1) the ratio between 
training set size and test set size is set to be 4; 2) to avoid 
the skewness of the dataset, down sampling [29] strategy is 
adopted to keep the two classes balanced; 3) the thread will 
not be included in test set if it is already dead before time rt . 

D. Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this section, we first compare baseline methods, 
methods from related work, and the IPW algorithm. We also 
design experiment to see how threads’ evolution stages 
affect the prediction results when rt  varies and how threads’ 
popularity growth type affect the prediction results when p  
varies. 

1) Comparison of prediction results 
In this experiment, p  and rt  are set to be 0.5 and 48 

hours (relative to the thread publishing date and hereinafter), 
respectively. So tt  is 72 hours as the difference between rt  
and tt  is 24 hours. Table III shows the prediction results. 

As we have observed in Table III, single dynamic 
factors have different prediction results, showing that they 
have different classification capabilities. In addition, 

compared to single dynamic factor method, voting method 
does improve the prediction result. 

TABLE III. PREDICTION RESULTS 

Methods Prediction 
accuracy 

kNN algorithm 
with single 

dynamic factors 

Comment count 57% 

User count 54% 

Depth of comment tree 56% 

Average path of comment tree 54% 

Link density of reply network 58% 

Average degree of reply network 57% 

Voting method 59% 

S-H model 50% 

ML method 55% 

IPW algorithm 61% 

As for the S-H model, in this problem definition setting, 
all test samples can only be classified to one class, because 
all samples share the same linear coefficient α . 

The ML method uses the comment count as features, 
and has relatively good performance in predicting whether 
the threads will have higher or lower popularity growth. 
Similar to the single factor methods, the ML methods only 
uses one factor, i.e. the comment count, as features, without 
takes advantage of other dynamic factor information. 

Compared to the baseline and other related methods, 
the proposed IPW algorithm achieves relatively better 
prediction performance. 

2) Influence of evolution stages on prediction results 
In this experiment, we fix the threshold p  and vary rt , 

observing how different evolution stages of threads 
influence popularity prediction results for each single 
dynamic factor method and the IPW algorithm. 

The prediction results are shown in Table IV (the 
highest accuracies are in bold in each column). Table IV 
shows that, as rt  increases, similar to the results from Table 
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IV, prediction results of single dynamic factors are not 
stable neither, while the IPW algorithm’s performance is 
relatively stable and always achieves the highest accuracy. 
The results also suggest that, as rt  increases, i.e. when the 
algorithm has more input, prediction results are not 
improved accordingly. One possible reason is that, as rt  
increases, although the algorithms have more input, but 
more early stage evolution information also brings more 
noise. 

3) Influence of popularity growth type on prediction 
results 

Based on the popularity prediction problem definition, 
when threshold p approaches 0, larger portion of threads in 
class L1 tend to have small r (see Eq. (1)), i.e. have high 
popularity growth between rt  and tt , while when threshold 
p approaches 1, larger portion of threads in class L2 tend to 
have large r (see Eq. (1)), i.e. have low  popularity growth 
between rt  and tt . In this experiment, we fix rt  and tt  to be 
48 hours and 72 hours, respectively and vary p, and find 
how different popularity growth types of threads influence 
popularity prediction results for each single dynamic factor 
method and the IPW algorithm. 

The prediction results are shown in TABLE V. TABLE 
V shows that, as threshold p increases, the prediction 
accuracy of single dynamic factors is not stable and relative 
performance ranking is also changing. One possible reason 
is that, different dynamic factors capture different levels of 
popularity growth and thus have different popularity 
prediction performance. Compared to kNN methods using 
single dynamic factors, the proposed IPW algorithm has 
more stable prediction results and achieves relatively higher 
accuracy under p’s most settings. 

From the above prediction results we can see that the 
IPW algorithm performs relatively better than the other 
methods it compared with. However, its prediction 
accuracies are still not very high in general. One possible 
reason for this is that when the structure of comment tree 
and user reply network of some threads in the dataset is 
trivial, and the structural information will be of little help, 
so the prediction performances are degraded. Another 
possible improvement of the IPW algorithm is to assign 
different weights to comments published at different time, 
because intuitively newer comments would contribute more 
to the thread’s popularity than older comments. 

TABLE IV. PREDICTION RESULTS WHEN VARYING rt  
tr 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 

kNN algorithm 
with single 

dynamic factors 

Comment count 62% 60% 52% 53% 54% 57% 54% 

User count 60% 61% 49% 50% 50% 57% 52% 

Depth of comment tree 57% 56% 57% 59% 57% 55% 58% 

Average path of comment tree 56% 55% 53% 59% 57% 57% 60% 

Link density of reply network 59% 58% 57% 60% 60% 59% 63% 

Mean degree of reply network 59% 58% 58% 59% 59% 54% 61% 

IPW 65% 62% 58% 62% 62% 62% 63% 

TABLE V. PREDICTION RESULTS WHEN VARYING p  
Threshold p 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

kNN algorithm 
with single 

dynamic factors 

Comment count 54% 54% 56% 55% 52% 58% 58% 

User count 54% 55% 54% 52% 51% 58% 53% 

Depth of comment tree 59% 59% 58% 59% 50% 55% 60% 

Average path of comment tree 58% 58% 53% 57% 50% 53% 52% 

Link density of reply network 55% 57% 57% 59% 53% 59% 59% 

Average degree of reply network 55% 54% 59% 57% 50% 57% 56% 

IPW 60% 61% 60% 62% 56% 59% 58% 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Online contents are rich sources for collecting, 

disseminating and sharing of public opinions and it is 
becoming increasingly important in Web-enabled security 
research. In this paper, we study the popularity prediction 
problem of forum threads on public events security, which 

cover a broad range of topics and large user base. Based on 
the early stage evolution process of forum threads, we 
construct dynamic factors which affect the future popularity 
of threads, and propose the instance prior weighting (IPW) 
algorithm that combines multiple dynamic factors to 
improve the prediction results. To evaluate the proposed 
algorithm, we use real-world forum threads on the 
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discussions of public events. The experiment results show 
that, compared to the related work and baseline methods, 
our proposed algorithm achieves relatively better 
performance in predicting popularity evolution of forum 
threads. 

Due to the characteristics of the current problem 
context, our work in this paper utilizes the forum dataset and 
adopts binary classification for problem definition. 
Nonetheless, our work can be easily extended to multi-
classification problem definition and other similar media 
forms like Weibo. Future work includes further analysis on 
how these dynamic factors interact, how they affect threads’ 
popularity, and use both static factors and dynamic factors 
to improve the prediction results. 
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